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Abstract. This paper will partly strengthen a recent application of model

theory to the construction of sets of pairwise nonembeddable universal

locally finite groups [8]. Our result is

Theorem. 77iere is a set % of 2"' universal locally finite groups of order

K, with the following properties:

0.1. If U¥= V e % and A and B are uncountable sugroups of V and V,

then A and B are not isomorphic.

Let A be an uncountable subgroup of U e eIL.

0.2. A does not belong to any proper variety of groups, and

0.3. A is not isomorphic to any of its proper subgroups.

0.4. Every U SQL is a complete group (every automorphism of U is inner).

Notations. S < F means S is properly contained in F;

"S = |.S | is the cardinal (order) of the set S;

Aut G and Inn G are respectively the groups of automorphisms and inner

automorphisms of the group G;

ISO(G, H) is the set of isomorphisms of G onto H;

If S < G, then gp(S) is the smallest subgroup of G containing S;

<o, is the first uncountable ordinal;

An amalgam A is the union of two groups, A = F u H, where F and H

meet in a common subgroup, F n H = E, and we write

F    H
A=   V

E
Introduction. A group U is in the class ULF of universal locally finite

groups if

ULFO. U is locally finite (l.f.),
ULF I. Every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of U, and

ULF2. If E and F are isomorphic finite subgroups of U, then there is some

q> E Aut U such that <p(F) - F.

From these follows

ULF 3. If A < B are finite groups and ij: A -> U is an embedding, then
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214 KEN HICKIN

there is an embedding g: 5 -» U such that g(A) = r¡(A). For, by ULFl there

is an embedding /: 5 -» U; and by ULF2 there is a G Aut U such that

af(A) = t\(A). Thus g = af.
Philip Hall introduced the concept of a ULF group in [3] and showed,

among other things,

0.5. There is a countable ULF group C which is unique up to isomorphism

and

0.6. Every l.f. group of order k is contained in a ULF group of order

max(tc, N0). In particular, every countable l.f. group is embedded in C.

Hall constructed C as a tower of finite symmetric groups with regular

embeddings. The regular representation L < S(L), where S(L) is the

symmetric group on L, has the property

0.7. If E and F are subgroups of L and <p G ISO(7i, F), then for some

je G S(L), q>(a) = x~xax for all a E E.

It follows that ULF2 can be replaced by the more useful

ULF A. If E and F are finite subgroups of U and tp G IS0(5, F), then for

some x G Î/, <p(a) = x_,a;c for all a E E. For, let G = gp(2s, T7). By ULF3

let g: S(G)-*U be an embedding such that g(G) = G where G < S(G) is

the regular embedding. By 0.7 there is an x E g(S(G)) as required.

Similarly, ULF3 can be strengthened to

ULF5. If A < 5 are finite groups and tj: v4 -» Í/ is an embedding then r;

can be extended to an embedding g: B -» U.

Hall's group C is also obtained in the more general algebraic construction

of Jónsson [5] and model theoretic construction of Morley and Vaught [10].

More recently, answering a question of Kegel and Wehrfritz [6], Macintyre

and Shelah proved [8]

0.8. For every k > N0 there are 2" isomorphism types of ULF groups of

order k and

0.9. If k > N0 is regular, there are 2" pairwise nonembeddable ULF groups

of order k.

Their proof uses results on unsuperstable first order theories in infinitary

logic. In another paper [9] Macintyre gives more information on a question

posed in [6]. A l.f. group 77 is inevitable if 77 is a subgroup of every ULF

group of order >°H. Hall proved every countable group to be inevitable.

Macintyre proves that there is a ULF group of order N, all of whose abelian

subgroups are countable. Hence there are no inevitable abelian groups of

order N,.

The present result strengthens 0.9 for the case <c = N,. A consequence of 0.1

is that no group of order N, is inevitable. The existence of complete ULF

groups contrasts sharply with the fact that Aut C contains a free group on 2"°

generators (which will not be proved).
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We will note some basic properties of the class ULF.

0.10. Every countable subset of a Í7LF group is contained in a subgroup

isomorphic to Hall's group C.

0.11. If every finite subset of a group G is contained in a ULF subgroup of

G, then G E ULF.

The proofs of both use ULF A. For 0.10 the uniqueness of C is also used.

1. The basic construction. This section gives a general procedure for

constructing ULF groups of order N„ and subsequent sections add specifics

to the construction so that the groups obtained satisfy 0.1-0.4.

The construction requires an amalgamation procedure for finite groups.

The following is easily proved using the permutational product of B. H.

Neumann [11].

1.1. Lemma. Suppose E, F, and H are finite groups, E < H, and g: F-» F

is a proper embedding. Then there exists a finite group G > H and an

embedding cp: F-» G such that <pg is the identity on E, tpF n H = E, and

G = gp(cpF, H). Put differently, there is a finite group G = gp(A) where

ipF    H

E

where cp is an isomorphism such that <p~ ' = g on E.

Outline of the construction. For each ordinal a < co, let Ca = C (Hall's

group). We will define proper embeddings/„: Ca^*Ca+x obtaining a tower

• • • C„ < Ca+X ' • •  (via/a, where ~ is the direct limit map, with continuity

at limit a). By 0.11 each limit group Ca at C, and the union U of the entire

tower is a ULF group of order xx.

The construction offa. Let 1 < F, < • • • < F„ • • ■ be finite subgroups of

Ca such that Ca = U F„. We will define a chain of embeddings <p„: F„ -»

Ctt+X and put /„ = U<Pn- Let F0 = 1 and cp0: F0-> Ca+X. Assume <p, has

been defined for all i < n. Choose a finite subgroup H„ of Ca+X such that

E„ = %(Fn) < Hn and H¡ < H„ for all i < n (H¡ has been chosen

previously). The chain {//„} will be chosen so that Ca+X = \J Hn. This can be

done by arranging that H„ contain the «th member of some list of Ca+X.

We now "amalgamate F„+, and H„ via tp„", that is, the subgroups F„ and

f>n(Pn) — En are identified. Specifically, using Lemma 1.1, we obtain

1.2. G = G„ = gp(A) where

*Fn+l      Hn
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and

1.3. cp = <pn on Fn.

By ULF5, r¡ = the identity on Hn can be extended to an embedding t:

G -> Ca+1. We define <pn+x = rtp: Fn+I -> Ca+i and observe

1.4. <p„+x = <p„ on Fn, which follows from 1.3 and the fact that t = 1 on

Hn > En.

Thus there is a unique embedding/„: Ca^>Ca+x such that/a = <pn on F„

for all « > 0.
We will list the main properties of fa for later use.

1.5. Summary of notation. Ca = U Fn, Ca+X = \JH„,fa: Ca-»Ca+1,/a =

<pn on F„, En = <p„(F„) = /„(Fn) < 77n and so/a(CJ = U E„ < Ca+X.

1.6. 77„ n En+X = 7in for all « > 0.
Proof. Since t = 1 on H„, from 1.2 we have

r(A) =
Jn + 1

H„

where 7in+1 = T<p(Fn+I) = <pn+1(Fn+1).

1.7. fa(Ca) n 77m = Em for all m > 0. In particular,/,, is a proper embed-

ding.

Proof. Assume inductively E„ n 77m = 7im for some n > m, n = m being

trivial. Then E„+x n 77m = £„+, n Hn n 77m = En n 77m = £m (using 1.6).
Since/„(Ca) = U E„, 1.7 follows.

1.8. Amalgamating property of fa. Let /„ = gp(7Tn+i, 77„) < Ca+X and let

G= G„ = gp(A), where

A =
<*",,+1        #.

V

and <p=/a on Fn, be obtained from Lemma 1.1. There is some tE

ISO(G„, J„) such that t = 1 on H„ and r<p =/„ on Fn+X. (The embedding t

defined above has these properties.)

These embeddings are represented in the following diagram in which

slanted or vertical lines are inclusions:

^n + l

«H

•'n = gP^n+i- wn) - G is obtained

y'    \ by amalgamation using

,., //„ Lemma 1.1

*„
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1.9. Summary of the construction of U. A ULF group U of power N, is

obtained as the direct union of the groups Ca = C via the embeddings /„:

Q -* Q+i for eacn a < "i by imposing continuity at each limit ordinal.

Specifically, there exists a direct limit map ~: U{Ca)—*U with the

following properties. Let Ua = Ca.

1.10. ~: Ca -* Ua is an isomorphism and U = U {Ua: a < co,}.

1.11. For all x E Ca, x = fa(x), and so Ua < Ua+X.

1.12 (continuity). If X > 0 is a limit ordinal, then Ux= U { Uß: ß < X}(').

From 1.11 it follows that for all a < co,

1.13. Fn = Én (see 1.5), and

1.14. The embeddingsfa(Ca) < Ca+X and Ua < Ua+X are isomorphic.

Each embedding fa is determined by the choices made for (1) the chains

{//„"} = {//„} and {F„a} = {F„} of finite subgroups of Ca+X = U//„a and

Ca = U F", (2) the amalgamating groups G = G„ supplied by Lemma 1.1 as

described in 1.8, and (3) the embeddings t: G„ -» C„+1. The choices made for

t and for the chains {//"} will be immaterial to the results of the paper.

We will see that the amalgamating group G can be chosen so that certain

subgroups of G have a prescribed numerical structure, namely that any given

prime dominates their order. It will follow that if x E Ua+X — Ua, then

gp(x,y) has this structure for almost ally E Ua; and this will give control

over the numerical structure of all uncountable subgroups of U. This will be

done in §2 where 0.1-0.3 will be proved. In §3 the effect of the chains {F")

on the structure of U will be considered, and this will lead to the proof of 0.4.

2. Subgroup-incomparable ULF groups.

Definition. The prime p dominates the finite group G if °P > index of P in

G, where P is ap Sylow subgroup of G.

The next lemma prescribes the choice of the amalgamating groups G

obtained from Lemma 1.1.

2.1. Lemma. Let p be a prime, r>\, and wx,...,wd nontrivial words in a

countable free group. There is a group G meeting the conditions in Lemma 1.1

such that, for all x EH — E and y E cpF - E, (i) p dominates gp(x,y), (ii)

°gp(x,y) > rand (Hi) if x2 6 E, then w¡ & 1 in gp(x,y), 1 < i < d.

Proof. Let Q be a finite group with the properties of G in Lemma 1.1, so

Q = gP((P^'» H), etc. Let & = <pF* H (the amalgamated free product) and

let Q sí &/K (naturally). K is a free group [7, p. 228, (5) and (6)] and is

finitely generated since & is f.g. and &/K is finite [13, 8.4.13]. Using a

well-known property of free groups, for every finite S < K — 1 there exists

P < K such that F is a characteristic subgroup of &, S < K — P, and K/P

(') Note that ~ is constructed inductively. i/x a C by 0.11 and the uniqueness of C; and ~:

C\ -» Uk is an arbitrary isomorphism.
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is a finite p group. The main results needed to prove this are [13, 7.1.6 and

8.4.16] and [1, Theorem 2.2].

Let x E H — E and y E cpF - E. If x1 G E, then xyx and yx generate a

free subgroup of & [12, p. 510]. Hence,

2.2. If x2 G E, then K n gp(*,.y) = Kxy is a free group of rank > 1.

We can choose a characteristic subgroup P = P(x,y) of & so that P < K,

K/P is a finitep group, and, defining $ = PK^/P s AT^/5 n gp(x,y),

2.3. "dp > max(°g, r) and if x2 G £, then w, zé 1 in $, 1 < / < d. (The first

condition is met if X u (XT-1 - 1) < K - P where X < K^ - 1, "X >

max(°Q, r), while the second is met using 2.2 if Kxy — P contains words in K^

of structure similar to each w¡.)

Define N = n (P(x,y): x E 77 - E,y E tpF - E) and G = &/N and

let ß: & -» G be the factor map. G is finite because N is obtained as a finite

intersection of subgroups of finite index. Let fi = NK^/N < ßgp(x,y). fi is

ap group because K/N is. Since d> is a factor of fi, °fi > max(°2, r), and it

follows that

2.4. p dominates ßgp(x,y), because ßgp(x,y)/Q =t gp(x,y)/Kxy and so

has order <°Q, and

2.5. °ßgp(x,y) > r and if x2 Í E, then w¡ ̂  1 in ^gp(x,y), 1 < / < ¿f, (by

2.3 because 3> is a factor of fi).

If we identify H with ß/7 < G and take /?<p: F -> G as the new <p, then the
conclusions of our lemma follow from 2.4 and 2.5.

2.6. Definition of n(/a). Let Ü be an infinite set of primes and let /„:

Ca -» Ca+X be the embedding of 1.9. The property H(fa) holds if (refer to 1.5)

for all n > 0, x E H„ - E„, and y E En+X - E„, (1) pn domaintes gp(x,y)

where (p¡) is some list of IT, (2) °gp(y, x) > |5n+I|2, and (3) if x2 G E, then

vvn ïé 1 in gp(y, x), 1 < i < n, where (w¡) is some list of the nontrivial words

in a countable free group.

2.7. Lemma. The groups G„ of 1.8 can be chosen so that Tl(fa) holds.

Proof. G„ = gp(A), where

^«+1        Hn
A = \X

En

is obtained from Lemma 1.1. Lemma 2.1 allows us to choose G„ so that for all

xEH„- E„ and y E q>F„+x - E„, pn dominates gp(y, x), °gp(y, x) >

\E„+X\2 = r, and if x2 G E„, then w¡ ̂  1 in gp(y, x), 1 < i < n. Now the

conclusions (l)-(3) follow by applying t: Gn -» gpí^+i, 77„).

2.8. Lemma. Assume II(/a) holds. Let x E Ca+X - fa(Ca) and let Y <

fa(Ca) be infinite. Then,
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(1) {?'• P dominates gp(y, x) for some y E Y) = A U L where A < Tí is

infinite and L is finite,

(2) gp( Y, x) does not belong to a proper variety, and

(3) Define Y¡ = {y E Y: p¡ dominates gp(y, x)). There is some n > 0 such

that, for all i > n, Y¡ = Y n (Ei+X — E¡) and hence, for allj > n, we have

2.9. °Y n Ej =°Y n E„ + 2£i%

Proof. Refer to 1.5 and 1.8. Let z E Ca+X - fa(Ca). For some m = m(z), z

£ H„. Let y E Y n (Ej+X - Ef) for some./ > m. Since z E H} - F^ we have

by n(/„)
2.10.Pj dominates gp(y, z), °gp(y, z) > |£}+,|2, and if z2 £ Ep then w¡ ̂  1

in gp(y, z), 1 < i < j. Recall thatp, E n.

To prove (1), define A = {p: p dominates gp(y, x) for some y E Y -

Em,x)). Taking z = x in 2.10, we have A < II. Since the groups E¡ are finite, y

can be chosen so that y is arbitrarily large. Hence A is infinite and (1) follows.

To prove (2), we first choose y0 £ Y - Em,x) such that y0E E„+x - E„

where p„ =£ 2. Taking z = x and j = n in 2.10, we have °gp(y0> x) > l-^n+iP

andp„ dominates gp(y0, x). It follows that nop„ Sylow subgroup of gp(y0, x)

is contained in E„+x. So, there is ap„-element z E gp(x,y) — En+X. Note that

z E gp(F„+„ H„) < H„+x and thus z, z2 g \JEj = fa(Ca) because of 1.7.

Now we can apply 2.10: For arbitrarily large values of j > m(z) = n + 1,

there is some y E Y n (EJ+X - EJ), and w¡ ̂  1 in gp(y, z) for all z < j.

Hence gp(y, z) < gp(Y, x) belongs to no proper variety.

To prove (3), let x £ Hm and define P = {p: p dominates gp(y, x) for

some y E Y n Em). Since F is finite we can choose n > m so that, for all

i > zz, p,- £ F. Suppose z > n and y £ y,. We have y 6 Fm because p,- ̂  F,

and soy E Er+X — Er for some r > m. Since x £ //r,pr dominates gp(y, x)

by n(^). Thus /• = i and we conclude Y¡ = Y f) (Ei+X - E¡). The equality

2.9 is immediate because 7 n F^ is the disjoint union of the sets involved.

2.11. Theorem. There is a set % o/2Nl ULF groups of order N, satisfying

0.1-0.3.

Proof of 0.1 and 0.2. By a well-known set theoretic lemma [14, p. 451]

there is a set 9 such that each n £ <? is an infinite set of primes, °^P = N,,

and

2.12. If II ¥= T E <3\ then IT n T is finite.
Now apply the lemma again to obtain a set S such that, for each T E S,
cy< ^«^"«„"S = 2% and

2.13. If T^ 5" £ % then°Tnî< «0-
Let % £ S. Since °% = N„ let % = {n„: a < ux). We now construct a

Í/LF group U = U0as in 1.9 with the additional condition that n„(^,) holds

for all a < co,. This is possible by Lemma 2.7.
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Defined = {i/0:%Gâ).

Let U0 - U G %. Recall (see 1.9) that U = \J{Ua:a< ax), Ua » C, so

every countable subset of U is contained in some Ua. Let T be an uncoun-

table subgroup of t/and put Ta= T n Ua.

Let Y < T, °Y = N0. For each xEU define P(Y,x) = [p: p dominates

gp(y, x) for some.y G Y). Consider the following property of a pair (5, CV),

B < U, T G S:
2.14. y < 5 < T, "5 = N0, and for all x G T - B there is some II G T

such that P(Y, x) n IT is infinite.

We will prove two propositions:

2.15.7/5 < U - U0 and T G 2 íuí/í7> 2.14, rAevi T = %.
2.16. Let ß be such that Y < Tß. Then 2.14 is satisfied if B = Tß and

T-%.
Proof of 2.16. Let x E T - TB. Then, by continuity (1.12), x G Ta+X -

Ta for some a > ß. Note 7 < Ta. Since the embeddings Ua < Ua+X and

/«(Q) < Q+i are isomorphic (1.14) and na(/„) holds, parts (1) and (2) of

Lemma 2.8 imply

2.17. P(Y, x) = A u L where A < IIa is infinite and L is finite, and

2.18. gp(7, x) does not belong to any proper variety.

Thus P(Y, x) n n„ is infinite and 2.16 follows since n„ G %.

Proof of 2.15. Notice that, because of 2.12,2.17 implies

2.19. If x G T - Tß, then n„ is the unique n G 9 such that 5(7, x) n II
is infinite where x E Ta+X — Ta.

Now suppose 5 < U0 and T G S satisfy 2.14. Let Y < Tß and let

x E T - (B U TB). By 2.19 we have

2.20. n„ G % n T where xETa+x- Ta.

Since "T = xx, 2.20 must hold for an unbounded set of a < <ox, which implies

°% n T = «i, and from 2.13 we now conclude % = T as desired.

It follows that % is determined uniquely by the condition 2.14 from the

structure of any uncountable subgroup Tof U0, and this proves 0.1. Note that

0.2 is immediate from 2.18 because gp(7, x) < T.

Proof of 0.3. Let U G % and let S < T be uncountable subgroups of U.

Suppose there exists a E lSO(S, T). Let Sa = Ua n S. By the continuity of

the chain (Ua), there is some ß such that oSß = Tß and Tß is infinite. Let

a > ß. By 2.19, letting 7= Tß, we have Ta+X - Ta = [x G T - Tß:

P(Tß, x) n n„ is infinite}, and, replacing T by S, we likewise have Sa+X —

Sa = {x E S - Sß: P(Sß, x) n n„ is infinite}. Since aSß = Tp it follows

thato(Sa+, - Sa) = Ta+X - Ta, and

2.21. oSa = Ta for all a > ß.

Suppose a > ß and there exists z E Sa+X — Sa. Let a; = o(z) G ra+I —

7;. Recall that Ua = U¿„ (see 1.9). Let 7= 7/a in Lemma 2.8; part (3)
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implies that n = «, exists such that, for all j > n, °Ta n È] =°Ta n É„ +

2í-i°y¡- where Y, = {y E Ta: p¡ dominates gp(y, x)). Putting Y = Sa gives

the existence of n = n2 such that, for all j > n, °Sa n Ê] ="Sa n Ê„ +

"ZizlfY/ where Y[ = {y E Sa: p¡ dominates gp(y, z)}. Since aSa = Ta and

a(z) = x, we have oY¡ = Y¡, and so °Yi =°Y¡, for all z". Hence, if n =

max(zz„ «2) we conclude

2.22. |°Fa n 4 -°5a n 4| <0£« for all7 > n.
(The fact that zz can be increased in 2.9 follows from the full statement of (3).)

Assume Sa < Ta. Since Sa = U {Sa n Ef) is infinite, there is some j > n

such that °Sa n 4 >0£» and 5a n 4 < ^ n 4» and this contradicts 2.22.

Hence Sa = Ta for an unbounded set of a < ux, and so S = T.

3. Complete ULF groups. The next lemma shows that the numerical

structure of the groups U constructed in Theorem 2.11 places a severe

restriction on their automorphisms.

3.1. Lemma. Let % be the set of groups constructed in Theorem 2.11. Let

U E % and 9 £ Aut U. (a) Let r < co, be minimal such that 6UT = Ur. Then,

for all a > t, 9Ua = Ua; (b) Suppose a > X> t. i/sz'zzg z7z<? notation of 1.5 cz«</

1.9, m* Aaw t/a = U F„ and Ua+X = U //„• Fe< Af = A, = Ux n 4- ^"
t7Dn = D„ for all but finitely many values of n. In particular, taking X = a,

9E„ = En for almost all n.

Proof of (a). This is actually a special case of 2.21, letting S = T = U,

ß = t, and a = 9.

Proof of (b). Choose any x E Ua+X - Ua. Then 9(x)E Ua+l- Ua by

part (a). Choose m so that x, 9(x) E Hm. Suppose 9D„ =£ D„ for infinitely

many n. Then the set {a E Ua: a £ Dj+X - D¿ and 0(cz) g Z)y+,} is infinite,

and we can choosey > w and a E DJ+X — Dj so that 9(a) $. DJ+X. By part

(a), 9(a) E Dn+X - Dn for some n >j. Since na(/a) holds we have (\) pj

dominates gp(a, x) because a E ÊJ+X - 4 and x £ Hj — Ép and similarly

(2)p„ dominates gp(t7(cz), 9(x)) where p7 andp„ are thejth and /zth members

of a list of n„. Since 9 £ Aut Ua+X we must havep7 = p„, and this contra-

diction proves (b).

The next lemma gives a convenient criterion for the completeness of a

group U.

3.2. Lemma. Fe/<?r to 1.10. Suppose 9 E Aut U. Let 9a = the restriction of 9

to Ua. Suppose that for all limit ordinals X < co, such that 9UX = t/A we have

0A E Inn Ux. Then 9 E Inn U.

The proof uses the well-known regressive function principle for co,.

Continuity of the chain {Ua) (1.12) guarantees that f?t7A = i/A for all X

belonging to a closed, unbounded subset of co,. For each such A, choose
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xx E Ux such that 0X = conjugation by xx. According to the regressive

function principle, the function \-*xx is constant on some unbounded

subset S of <0|, that is, xx = x for all X E S. So 0 = conjugation by x. More

details can be found in [4, Lemma 3.3 and the proof of Theorem 6.5] or, more

appropriately, [2].
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 provide a method to obtain complete groups U E %:

For each limit group Ux, X > t, we would like the conditions in 3.1(b),

namely that OD" — D" for all a > X and for almost all n to guarantee that

Bx E Inn Ux. Since 7J>„a = Ux n F" (see 1.5 and 1.13), the chains {7)na}

depend on the chains [F"), a > X, which we are free to choose as we please

(see 1.9). It is not yet clear exactly how many chains [D") (for various

a > X) must be utilized to smother the outer automorphisms of Ux. There

might in fact be a single chain {T>x} = {5A} which suffices by itself: that is,

if 9F% = F* for almost all n, then 0X E Inn Ux. However, the present proof

will use two chains {F„x} and {7)x+l} = [Ux n F„x+1} = {7„A}. These chains

will now be defined.

3.3. Definition of the chains {7}*} and {I?) of Cx. Recalling Hall's

construction of C (see Introduction), let Cx= U L„ where Lx is a symmetric

group of degree 3, L„+x = the symmetric group on Ln and Ln < Ln+X is the

left regular embedding. Let Rn = the centralizer of Ln in L„+x. It is easily

shown that R„ is the right regular representation of L„ in Ln+X. So gp(L„, R„)

= L„(& Rn < L„+x. Since R„ is a symmetric group of degree d > 3, there is a

chain 5^' < • • • < 5/-2 = Rn where 5,| is the subgroup fixing each of

d-(i + 2) permuted objects. Note Rx = Lx and let A„ i= B„ < Rx be

subgroups of order 2. The chain {5,x} will consist of all the members of

segments of the form • • • Ln < L„ © A„ < Ln © Rx < ■ • • < L„ © R*~2

< Ln+X • • • (n > I). The chain {7,A} is defined identically, except we replace

each A„ by Bn in the second member of each segment. Note that (Ln) is a

subchain of both {Fnx} and {7„x}.

3.4. Lemma. If T E Aut Cx and almost all the members of the chains

{5.*} = {5.} and (if) = [I¡) are invariant under T, then T G Inn Cx.

Proof. The proof depends on the completeness of the finite symmetric

group [13, 11.4]. Let m be such that for all i > m, F¡ and I¡ are invariant

under T. Choose « so that Fm < L„. Thus TLn = Ln and since Ln is a

complete group, there is some x E Ln such that

3.5. T(a) = x~xax for all a E Ln.

We will show by induction that 3.5 is valid for all a E Cx. Assume that 3.5

holds for all a E Lj,j > n. Since TLJ+X = LJ+X and LJ+X is complete, for

some y G Lj+X, T(a) = y~xay for all a E LJ+X. Hence z = yx~x centralizes

Lj, implying z E Rj. All of the groups in the series L¡ < Lj@ Aj or Lj © 5,- <
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Lj® Rj1 < • • ■ < Lj® Rf~2 are invariant under T and hence under

conjugation by z, and it follows (e.g. by Rrull-Schmidt) that each of the

groups Aj, Bj, Rj\ . . ., Rf~2 = Rj are also z-invariant. However, from the

definitions of these subgroups (see 3.3), it is seen that only the identity of R¡

normalizes all of them. Consequently, z = 1, x = y, and the induction is

complete.

We can now give the condition for the completeness of U.

3.6. Lemma. Let U £ % = the set of groups constructed in Theorem 2.11.

Suppose that for all limit X < co, the chain {F*} is defined as in 3.3 and the

chain {FA+1} is chosen so that

3.7. /? - Ux n 4A+'(= D*+x)for all i > 0.
77zevz Aut U = Inn U.

Proof. Let 9 £ Aut U. Suppose À is a limit ordinal and 9UX = Ux. By

Lemma 3.1(b), letting a = X and a = X + 1 respectively, we have 9F* = F*

and 9D?+l = Df+X, and so by 3.7 9Ï* = If for almost all i > 0. Now
Lemma 3.4 (via ~) implies 9X E Inn Ux and, by Lemma 3.2, 9 E Inn U.

All that remains is to define the chain {F*"1"1} in such a way that 3.7 holds.

We will use the notations of 1.5, 1.8, and 1.9 as follows. Cx+X = \JH¡ =

U F,A+1, CA = U F*,fx(Fh = F, < CA+„ and gp(F(+„ //,) - /,. Note that
3.8. /, is generated by the amalgam

*i+,     Ht
A{=       X/

El

and is obtained (see 1.8) isomorphically from Lemma 2.1 (because of the

construction of % in 2.11), and

3.9./Ä(C,)n//, = F,(byl.7).
The desired condition 3.7 is equivalent to

3.10. fx(l}) =fx(Cx) n F,x+1 (see 1.11).
There are two cases to be considered in defining F¿*+1.

Case I. F,x has the form L„ or L„ © RJn, 1 < j < d — 2. In this case we

define F,x+I = //, and 3.10 is satisfied, using 3.9, because I* = FfA by

Definition 3.3.

Case II. Ff has the form Ln © A„. In this case F/Lx = L„ and I* = L„®

B„< 4 © F„' = F,A+1. Fx+1 must contain //,_, = F/i+xx (by Case I) and so,

to satisfy 3.10, it is natural to define

3.11. Fx+1 is generated by the "subamalgam"

fx(L„®Bn) Ht_x

of the amalgam A¡ of 3.8.
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(For the definition of subamalgam see 3.13. That A' is a subamalgam of A¡

follows from 3.9 and the fact/A(L„ © B„) n E¡ = fx(Ln © 5„) n fx(L„ © A„)
= f\(L„) = £,-,.) Since A¡ < 77,+1, we have

f+1 n/x(Q) < 77(+1 nfx(Cx) = Ei+X   by3.9,

and so

^x+1nA(cj = 7;x+1n7i(.+1.

Hence 3.10 will be satisfied just in case

3A2.fx(Ln®Bn) = F?+xnEi+x.
This condition will hold provided the group J¡ = gp(A¡) of 3.8 has a certain

"subamalgam property".

3.13. Definition of the subamalgam property S(A, G). If

is an amalgam, then A0 < A is a subamalgam of A if

Ao= Y

where F0 n E = 770 n E = E0, F0 < F, and H0 < 77.

The subamalgam property S(A,G) holds if G = &p(A) and, for every

subamalgam A0 of A, we have gp040) n ^ = ^o-

So far we have observed

3.14. Lemma If S(A¡, J¡) holds for all i, where A¡ is the amalgam o/3.8, then

3.12 => 3.10 => 3.7 all hold, and U E % is a complete group by Lemma 3.6.

Proof. 3.12 follows directly from 3.11 and the property S(A¡, J,).

To insure that S(A¡, J¡) holds it will be necessary, in view of 3.8, to obtain

groups G from Lemma 2.1 such that S (A, G) holds where

ipF   77
A=    \y

E

The following definition will facilitate the proof of this: Suppose G = gpx(A)

and Q - gp2(A) where

F    77
A =   V .

E

The notation ^: G-> Q will mean that ^ is a homomorphism and "^(a) = a

for all a G A.

3.15. Lemma. Using the above notation,
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(a) Suppose A0 is a subamalgam of A, gp2(A0) n A = A& and <&: G-»ß.

Then gpx(A¿) n A = A0.

(b) Suppose S (A, Q) holds and V:G-*Q. Then S(A, G) holds.

The proof is straightforward.

3.16. Lemma, (a) Recall that in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we began with any

group Q = gp,04),

ipF   H
A=    \/ »

E

and we then constructed a group G = gp204) satisfying (iMU1)- There is a map

*:G^Q.
(b) Suppose A is a finite amalgam and for each subamalgam A0 of A there is

a finite group G0 = gp0(/l) such that gp0(^o) H A = A0. Then there is a finite

group G = SP(A) such that S(A,G) holds.

Proof of (a). Recall that Q = (<pF *£ H)/K and G = (<pF *£ H)/N, N <
K, where both H and cpF are identified with their images mod K and N. If ¥

is the factor map, then ̂ : G->Q.

Proof of (b) Let

K  HA=   \/ .
E

For each A0 let G„ = (F *£ H)/N0 and define N = f) {JV0: AQ < A) and
G = (F*   H)/N. G is finite since there are only finitely many A0. For each

A
A0, ̂ 0: G-* G0 where ¥0 is the factor map, and by 3.15 (a) we conclude

S (A, G) holds.

3.17. Lemma. If for every finite amalgam

VF    H
A =    N/

E

there is a finite Q = gp(A) such that S(A,Q) holds, then the groups G of

Lemma 2.1 can be obtained so that S(A¡, J¡) holds for all i. With these choices

for G Lemma 3.14 implies that U E % is a complete group.

Proof. To obtain the group G of Lemma 2.1, we can begin with a group Q

such that S(A, Q) holds. Then, by 3.16 (a) and 3.15 (b), S(A, G) also holds.
Since J¡ = gp(/4,) is obtained isomorphically from G = gp(/l) (see 3.8 and

1.8), we have S(A¡, J¡) also.

All that is left is to fulfil the hypothesis of Lemma 3.17.
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Theorem. If

F   H
A =   \/

E

is a finite amalgam, there is a finite group G = gp(A) such that S(A,G) holds.

Proof. By Lemma 3.16 (b), we need to show that if

Fo,    ,Ho

E

there is a finite group G = gp(^) such that gp(/lo) (~\ A = AQ.

We will use the notation of [11, §3] with A, B and 77 replaced by F, H and

E respectively, that is, G will be constructed as a permutational product of F

and H with a specific choice of left transversals, S for E in F, and T for E in

H. We will choose 5 and T so that S0 < S where S0 is a transversal for E0 in

F0 and T0 < T where Tq is a transversal for 50 in H0. Now G = gp(pF, pi7)

where each p(a), a E F, and p(6), è G H, is a permutation of the set

S X T X E induced by translation: (s, t, e)p(a) = (s', t, e') where sea = s'e'

and (s, t, e)p(b) = (s, t', e') where teb - t'e'. It follows that every

permutation in gp(pF0, pH0) permutes the triples S0 X T0 X E0 among

themselves, but that no element of p(F - F0) or p(H — H0) has this property.

Identifying F with pF and H with pH, the theorem is proved.

Some Questions. Apart from the obvious question of extending these

results to /c > »x, there is a question whether the present technique can be

used to construct ULF groups of order N, satisfying more stringent

conditions; and, somewhat closer to home, there are interesting problems

concerning the structure of Hall's group C.

It would be interesting to see if the following questions can be approached

by refining the choice of the amalgamating groups and the chains in this

construction. Does there exist a ULF group of order X, all of whose uncountable

subgroups are (simple, complete, universal, etc.).

It was mentioned in the paragraph before 3.3 that some single chain {7^}

might suffice to smother the outer automorphisms of C. A possibility for such

a chain is {D¡} where Di+X is the symmetric group on D¡ and D, is embedded

in Di+X as the diagonal of R © L, the direct sum of the right and left regular

representations of D¡ in Di+X. It can be shown that the centralizer of D¡ in

Di+X is 1, and so the proof of Lemma 3.4 would show that any automorphism

of D = U D¡ which stabilizes the chain (D¡) is inner. Is D = C? If this could

be shown, the last part of our proof would be unnecessary.

The automorphism group of C might also merit some attention. We

mentioned already that Aut C contains a free group on 2"° generators. Does
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Aut C contain the symmetric group on a countable set! Is there an infinite set

S < C such that every permutation of S can be lifted to an automorphism of CI

Finally, we mention an interesting question of J. E. Roseblade. Does Inn

C = the locally finite radical of Aut CI

Added in proof. Since this paper was written, S. Shelah has kindly shown

us an elegant and compact "tree-limit" construction whereby 2"° subgroup-

incomparable ULF groups of power 2*° are obtained. The property 0.2 is also

met, and he conjectures that complete groups can also be obtained. His

method also applies to e.c. groups and skew fields. The property 0.3 does not

hold for the groups of Shelah's construction, but we could hardly expect it to,

since, e.g., every e.c. group of power k possesses a subgroup of power zc which

contains a proper copy of itself, namely the centralizer of an element of

infinite order.
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